[Dopamine receptors agonists (mirapex) in the treatment of Parkinson's disease].
Presented are our own results, along with literature data on dopamine receptors agonists, of Parkinson's disease (PD) therapy with mirapex. Thirty patients with PD (mean age 61,8 +/- 7,7 years, illness duration 8,4 +/- 1,3 years) were treated with mirapex in a mean dose 3,5 +/- 1,1 mg/day and levadopa. Mirapex efficacy was assessed with a number of quantitative scales. Mirapex improved patient's global state, movement and daily activity, and quality of life. The authors drew attention to the decrease of motor fluctuations expression and dyskinesias as well as anxiety, depression, cognitive dysfunction. The combination of high efficacy and good tolerability of mirapex is stressed.